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Abstract—We propose a dictionary-matching-free pipeline for
multi-parametric quantitative MRI image computing. Our ap-
proach has two stages based on compressed sensing reconstruc-
tion and deep learned quantitative inference. The reconstruction
phase is convex and incorporates efficient spatiotemporal regu-
larisations within an accelerated iterative shrinkage algorithm.
This minimises the under-sampling (aliasing) artefacts from
aggressively short scan times. The learned quantitative inference
phase is purely trained on physical simulations (Bloch equations)
that are flexible for producing rich training samples. We propose
a deep and compact auto-encoder network with residual blocks
in order to embed Bloch manifold projections through multi-
scale piecewise affine approximations, and to replace the non-
scalable dictionary-matching baseline. Tested on a number of
datasets we demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed scheme
for recovering accurate and consistent quantitative information
from novel and aggressively subsampled 2D/3D quantitative MRI
acquisition protocols.
Index Terms—MR Fingerprinting, compressed sensing, convex
model-based reconstruction, residual network, auto-encoder.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantification of the intrinsic NMR characteristics [1] has
proven powerful for tissue identification and tracking patho-
logical changes. Despite many potentials, standard quantitative
MRI (QMRI) approaches have very long acquisition times
and for this reason, are not widely applicable in clinical se-
tups. Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) has emerged
to overcome this challenge [2]. MRF uses short excitation
sequences capable of simultaneously encoding multitudes of
NMR properties and further adopts Compressed Sensing (CS)
to subsample a tiny fraction of the spatiotemporal k-space in-
formation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Estimating the underlying quantitative
maps therefore becomes a highly ill-posed inverse problem.
Popular computational approaches to the MRF inverse
problem rely on dictionary matching (DM), primarily for
parameter inference i.e. estimating quantitative maps from
back-projected images, or further for promoting temporal-
domain priors within model-based MRF reconstructions to
reduce undersampling artefacts [8, 9]. However DM’s com-
plexity (storage/runtime) does not scale well to the emerging
multi-parametric QMRI applications. Deep learning MRF
approaches recently emerged to address this issue [10, 11, 12].
Back-projected images are fed into a compact neural network
that temporally processes voxel-wise MRF signal evolutions,
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so-called fingerprints, and replaces DM for quantitative in-
ference. Trained with independently corrupted noisy finger-
prints, such networks are unable to correct for dominant
spatially-correlated (aliasing) artefacts appearing in heavily
undersampled aquisitions. While larger convolutional mod-
els [13, 14, 15] capture spatiotemporal information to resolve
aliasing artefacts, labelled QMRI datasets (i.e. ground-truth
multi-parametric maps) that are necessary to train these models
particularly in novel applications are scarce and hence place
adaption of these models at the risk of overfitted predictions.
Further, current approaches along this line build customised
de-noisers (de-aliasing) and require expensive re-training by
changing sampling parameters i.e. the forward model.
This work aims to address these shortcomings through a
two-stage DM-free pipeline: First, we take a CS approach
to spatiotemporally process the k-space data and minimise
undersampling artefacts in the reconstructed image time-series,
and second we feed the resulted sequence to a deep and
compact auto-encoder network with residual blocks for per-
voxel quantitative inference. We cast reconstruction as a
convex optimisation problem (LRTV) which enjoys repro-
ducible global solutions regardless of initialisation and can
be implemented with a momentum-accelerated algorithm with
fast convergence. Spatial regularities of the MRF time-series
are promoted by the Total Variation shrinkage and temporal
structures are relaxed to an a-priori learned low-rank factorised
model. We further provide geometrical insights to the mecha-
nism behind the proposed deep inference approach. We show
that the network provides a multi-resolution piecewise affine
approximation to the Bloch response manifold projection.
Rather than memorising a large MRF dictionary, the network
hierarchically clusters this manifold through deep layers and
learns a compact set of deep regressing filters for parameter
inference. The proposed pipeline is validated on a number
of experiments using a novel multi-parametric acquisition
sequence for 2D and 3D quantitative brain imaging. Our
approach can flexibly apply and report consistent predictions
for different k-space readouts and further outperforms shallow
learned inference models related to the Gaussian kernel fitting.
Paper organisation: We review previous related works in
section II. Section III presents the inverse imaging problem
model. Section IV presents our reconstruction and quantitive
inference pipeline. Section V presents our geometrical insight
to the network’s performance for deep quantitative inference.
In Section VI we present and discuss our experimental results,
and finally we conclude in section VII.
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2Notations: Throughout ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm of a
vector or a matrix, ||.||TV denotes the Total Variation (TV) of
a 2D or 3D spatial image defined by the sums of its gradient
magnitudes [16]. Matrix rows and columns are denoted by
X(i,.) and Xi respectively.
II. RELATED WORKS
Here we highlight a number of related computational ap-
proaches for the MRF problem. Multi-parametric quantifica-
tion based on fingerprinting, DM and its SVD-compressed
(low-rank) variant were proposed in [2, 17]. Reconstructing
image time-series from k-space data was non-iterative and
used zero-filling (ZF). Inspired by CS, later studies adopted
model-based reconstructions to reduce subsampling (alias-
ing) artefacts and to pave the path for aggressively shorter
scan times [8, 9]. These methods are based on non-convex
optimisation (iterative) without momentum-acceleration, and
require DM per iteration in order to promote temporal-domain
priors according to the Bloch dynamics. To accelerate DM’s
runtime, fast search schemes based on grouping the finger-
prints [18] or forming tree structures were proposed [19, 20].
Nonetheless the large size of the MRF dictionary remained
a storage challenge to all. For some k-space subsampling
patterns, including those adopted in our experiments, us-
ing only a temporal-domain prior is insufficient to produce
artefact-free reconstructions (see e.g. [19, 20]). This issue
was tackled by low-pass filtering [19] that traded off im-
ages sharpness and later was improved by a Total Variation
(TV) regularisation [21]. Nonetheless both methods require
DM per-iteration, are nonconvex and without momentum-
acceleration. DM-free convex reconstructions based on low-
rank priors were proposed in [22, 23] (albeit cascaded to DM
for quantitative inference), however [22] does not incorporate
spatial domain priors and [23] encounters the cost of per-
iteration SVD decompositions. We avoid this and add spatial
TV regularisation for dimension-reduced image time-series
while enforcing temporal-domain priors through a (low-rank)
subspace representation of the dictionary instead of DM.
On the other hand, deep learning MRF approaches recently
emerged to address the non-scalability of DM. Many works
use the ZF reconstruction baseline and for quantitative infer-
ence they replace DM with a neural network. These methods
broadly divide in two camps: the first group learns temporal-
domain dynamics from simulating Bloch equations; hence is
rich with training data (see e.g. [10, 11, 12, 24] and also
a kernel machine approach for shallow learning [25]). The
second group use convolutional layers to also learn spatial
domain regularities, see e.g. [13, 14, 15], but they require
training on ground truth quantitative anatomical maps that may
not be largely available as for the mainstream qualitative MRI.
Our quantitative inference approach belongs to the first camp;
we however replace ZF by a DM-free spatiotemporally regu-
larised (model-based) reconstruction to remove undersampling
artefacts before being fed to the network.
III. COMPRESSIVE QMRI ACQUISITION MODEL
The compressed sensing approach adopted by MRF for
acquiring quantitative information follows a linear spatiotem-
poral model [2]:
Y = A(X) + ξ, (1)
where Y ∈ CT×m is the multi-coil k-space measurements col-
lected at t = 1, . . . , T temporal frames and corrupted by some
noise ξ. The Time-Series of Magnetisation Images (TSMI)
—to be reconstructed—is an image sequence represented by
a complex-valued matrix X of spatiotemporal resolution T×n
i.e. n spatial voxels across T temporal frames. The forward
operator A := FΩS models the multi-coil sensitivities operator
S, and the Fourier transform F subsampled according to a set
of temporally-varying k-space locations Ω.
The tissues’ quantitative properties in each voxel are en-
coded in a temporal signal at the corresponding column
of the TMSI matrix. This signal records the magnetisation
response of proton dipoles to dynamic excitations in the form
a sequence of flip angles (magnetic field rotations) applying
with certain repetition (TR) and echo (TE) times. Tissues
with different NMR characteristics respond distinctively to
excitations. QMRI/MRF rely on this principle to estimate
quantitative characteristics from the (computed) TSMI. Per-
voxel v magnetisation responses of the TSMI scaled by the
proton density γv are modelled as
Xv ≈ γvB(Θv) ∀v ∈ 1, . . . , n (2)
where the Bloch response B(Θv) : Rp → CT is a non-
linear mapping from per-voxel intrinsic NMR properties Θv
to the corresponding (discrete-time) solution of the Bloch
differential equations which captures the overall transient-state
macroscopic dynamics of a voxel [26]. Our experiments use
sequences that simultaneously encode p = 2 characteristics in
each voxel i.e. the T1 and T2 relaxation times. This could be
further extended to include other properties e.g. off resonance
frequencies, T2∗, diffusion and perfusion [4, 5, 6].
A. Low-dimensional manifold and subspace models
Estimating Θ (i.e. quantification) requires long enough
sequences T > p to create contrast between different tissues’
responses. As such the Bloch responses despite their high
ambient dimension live on a low p-dimensional (nonlinear)
sub-manifold of CT . Further it is observed that for certain
excitation sequences, including those used in our experiments,
this manifold is approximately embedded in a low-rank sub-
space Range(V ) ⊂ CT represented by an orthonormal matrix
V ∈ CT×s where p < s T . Hence the following dimension-
reduced alternatives for models (1) and (2) can be deduced:
Y ≈ A(V X) (3)
Xv ≈ γvV HB(Θv) (4)
where X ∈ Cs×n is the dimension-reduced TSMI. This com-
pact representation is the basis for the subspace compression
methods [9, 22] and is proven beneficial to the runtime and
accuracy (by noise trimming) of the reconstructions.
B. Model-fitting for parameter inference
Fitting computed TSMIs to the Bloch response model is
central to QMRI. Per-voxel model-fitting according to (4) for
3obtaining the NMR characteristics and proton density reads
(see e.g. [17, 8]):
Θ̂v = PB(X̂v) := argminΘ ||X̂v − V HB(Θ)|| (5)
γ̂v = 〈X̂v, V HB(Θ̂v)〉 (6)
We assumed without losing generality having normalised
Bloch responses. We refer to PB(.) as the Bloch response man-
ifold projection. This projection is nonconvex and oftentimes
intractable for the generally complicated Bloch responses
adopted by the MRF sequences. The MRF framework instead
approximates (5) by dictionary matching (DM). A fingerprint
dictionary D = {Dj} is constructed for sampling the manifold
of Bloch responses through a fine-grid discretesation of the
parameter space [Θ] = [T1]×[T2]×. . . and exhaustively simu-
lating the Bloch responses Dj := B([Θj ]) for all combinations
of the quantised parameters. The DM step identifies the most
correlated fingerprint (and the underlying NMR parameters)
for each voxel of the reconstructed TMSI:
PB(X̂v) ≈ argminj ||X̂v − V HDj || (7)
through a nearest neighbour search that is itself a projection
onto the discrete set of fingerprints i.e. a point-wise approxi-
mation to the (continuous) Bloch response manifold.
Viewing fingerprints as training samples, the dictionary
can be factorised through principal component analysis
(PCA) [17]:
DDH ≈ V ΛV H (8)
for unsupervisedly learning the low-rank subspace represen-
tation of the Bloch responses. This representation helps to
reduce temporal dimension and can be coupled with fast search
schemes [18, 20, 19] to accelerate DM runtime. However
any form of DM (fast or exhaustive search) remains non-
scalable and creates storage overhead in multi-parametric
QMRI applications because the number of dictionary atoms
exponentially grows with p.
IV. DM-FREE IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND PARAMETER
INFERENCE PIPELINE
Our DM-free image computing pipeline consists of two
stages: i) reconstructing TMSIs from undersampled k-space
measurements and then ii) approximate model-fitting accord-
ing to (4) for parameter inference. A set of simulated finger-
prints (could be MRF dictionary) sample the Bloch response
model and are used only for training (pre-processing) in order
to learn three temporal-domain models: i) a dimension-reduced
(low-rank) subspace representation for the Bloch responses,
ii) an encoder network to map noisy fingerprints to the NMR
parameters, and iii) a decoder network to generate clean Bloch
responses from the NMR parameters.
A. Convex TSMI reconstruction with LRTV algorithm
A popular MRF baseline uses zero-filling (ZF) [17], that is
back-projecting k-space measurements to form a dimension-
reduced TSMI through the adjoint of (3):
X̂ = V HAH(Y ) ∈ Cs×n (9)
prior to the DM inference. Modern QMRI/MRF acquisitions
aggressively curtail the scan times by using short excitation
sequences and severe spatial (k-space) subsampling. As such
the inverse problem (1) becomes highly ill-posed and ZF
(which is not an inversion) results in aliasing artefacts in
the reconstructed TSMI. Errors made at this stage can be
indeed significant (see experiment results), they propagate
to the parameter inference step and deteriorate the overall
quantification accuracy.
To address this issue, we adopt model-based CS recon-
struction with simultaneous spatiotemporal regularisations.
Dimension-reduced TSMIs are computed through solving the
following convex and DM-free optimisation dubbed as LRTV:
X̂ = argminX∈Cs×n ||Y −A(V X)||2+
s∑
i=1
λi||X(i,.)||TV (10)
The first term minimises discrepancies between the k-space
measurements and the solutions through the factorised forward
model (3). As such LRTV adopts a temporal-domain prior
through the subspace model (i.e. the low-rank factorisation
X ≈ V X) which provides a compact and convex (in fact
linear) relaxed representation for the Bloch response model
instead of using the MRF dictionary. LRTV additionally adopts
Total Variation (TV) regularisation. Each component of the
TSMI corresponds to a spatial 2D or 3D volumetric image
X(i,.) (matrix row), where penalising its TV norm promotes
spatial-domain regularities via sparse image gradients [16].
λi > 0 control per (subspace) component regularisation levels.
The LRTV problem (10) can be efficiently solved using Fast
Iterative Shrinkage Algorithm with Nesterov-type momentum
acceleration and backtracking step-size [27, 28]. Each iteration
k = 0, 1, 2 . . . computes:
∇ = Xk − µkV HAH
(A(V Xk)− Y )
Zk(i,.) = Proxλiµk(∇(i,.)) ∀i = 1, . . . s
Xk+1 = Zk +
(
k−1
k+2
)
(Zk − Zk−1)
(11)
The first and third lines correspond to the gradient and
momentum-acceleration updates, respectively. The second line
computes a small number s T of shrinkage operations for
the 2D/3D images in each subspace component Proxα(x) :=
argminu
1
2 ||x−u||2+α||u||TV , which can be efficiently done on
a GPU using the Primal-Dual algorithm [29]. Per iteration, the
initial step size µk halves until the following criteria holds:1
||Y −A(V Zk)||2 >||Y −A(V Xk)||2+
2Re〈G,Zk −Xk〉+ µ−1k ||Zk −Xk||2
With an all-zero initialisation, the first line of (11) recovers
ZF in the first iteration. Setting λ = 0 recovers the LR
problem [22] that is a convex relaxed alternative to the
BLIP [8], wherein temporal-only priors based on the MRF
dictionary are replaced by the low-rank subspace. Note that the
size of V is independent of the number of fingerprints (used for
training). Hence the solver does not face a memory bottleneck
and the slow progress of computing DM per iteration. While
for certain (Cartesian) sampling schemes this temporal model
1Optional warm-start could rescale the chosen µ1 by factor ||Y ||/||A(X1)||.
4can decently regularise the inversion [30], for other important
sampling patterns e.g. non-cartesian spiral and radial readouts
used in our experiments, it turns out to be inadequate and fails
to output artefact-free TSMIs (see section VI). Multi-prior CS
solvers are proven effective for highly undersampled systems
by further restricting degrees of freedom of data [31, 32]. The
LRTV uses this fact by setting λ > 0 and adding spatial priors
to sufficiently regularise the problem. Besides being DM-free,
the proposed approach has other advantages over its non-
convex alternatives including a tractable way to incorporate
multiple priors2, momentum-acceleration for fast convergence
and reproducible global solutions regardless of initialisation.
B. MRFResnet for parameter inference
Instead of using a large-size dictionary for DM, we propose
training and using a compact network coined as MRFResnet
in the form of an auto-encoder with deep residual blocks,
shown in Figure 1. Auto-encoders have proven powerful in
denoising tasks through creating an information bottleneck
which corresponds to learning a low-dimensional manifold
model for capturing (nonlinear) intrinsic signal structures [33].
In our task computed TSMI voxels are processed by such
a model to create clean magnetisation responses as well as
estimating the intrinsic NMR parameters in a computably
efficient manner. The p = 2 neurons bottleneck (in Figure 1)
has a physical interpretation: fitting noisy temporal trajectories
to the nonlinear Bloch model with limited p T degrees of
freedom determined by the T1 and T2 quantities.
1) Encoder: This network learns to approximate Bloch
manifold projections through a continuous mappingR : X̂v →
Θv parametrised by the network’s weights and biases {W,β}:
R(x) ≡ h(N+1)(x) = ϕ
(
W (N+1)h(N)(x) + β(N+1)
)
(12)
where h(i) the outputs of i = 1, . . . , N residual blocks are
h(i)(x) = ϕ
(
h(i−1)(x) + g(i)(x)
)
,
g(i)(x) = W (i,2)ϕ
(
W (i,1)h(i−1)(x) + β(i,1)
)
+ β(i,2),
h(0)(x) = x and the ReLU activations ϕ(x) = max(x, 0)
are used throughout. The inputs are the normalised temporal
voxels of the dimension-reduced TSMI. The network is trained
on simulated noisy Bloch responses (see section VI-B) so that
the approximate projection holds
R(x) ≈ PB(x) (13)
in a neighbourhood of the (compressed) Bloch manifold.
2) Decoder: The proton density (PD) is a scaling factor that
amplifies the Bloch responses in each voxel. Hence after esti-
mating other nonlinear NMR parameters (e.g. T1/T2) using the
encoder part, PD can be explicitly resolved through (6). This
would however require evaluating/solving Bloch responses for
2In non-convex (e.g. DM-based) approaches incorporating extra priors such
as spatial regularity constraints is not always algorithmically tractable e.g.
sequential projections on two sets where one is non-convex may not result in
projecting onto the intersection.
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Fig. 1: MRFResnet (encoder) for T1/T2 inference, the Bloch response
generative network G (decoder), and the implicit linear dimensionality re-
duction/expansion (first/last) layers using the subspace model V H/V .
all voxels and their parameters Θv which can be computation-
ally intensive. Instead we train a decoder network G(.) which
for given NMR parameters it approximately generates
G(Θv) ≈ V HB(Θv) (14)
the corresponding compressed Bloch responses (clean finger-
prints) in short runtimes. This allows (6) to be easily applied
without significant computations. For the sequence design used
in our experiments, it turns out that a fully-connected shallow
network with one hidden layer and ReLU activations can
approximate well this step.3 Unit dimensions are customised to
a sequence used in our experiments encoding T1/T2 relaxation
times, with reduced subspace dimension s = 10. Encoder has
N = 6 residual blocks of 10 neurons width, and decoder has
300 neurons in its single hidden layer.
The subspace compression helps reduce model sizes in both
networks (hence reducing risk of overfitted predictions) and
also reduce required training resources compared to uncom-
pressed deep MRF approaches [10, 11]. Further to avoid losing
discrimination between fingerprints —e.g. by a magnitude-
only data processing [10] —we adopt a practical phase-
alignment heuristic from [20, 19] to de-phase TSMIs and train-
ing samples before being fed to MRFResnet. This treatment
allows the network without losing generality have real-valued
parameters and approximate real-valued mappings.4
V. HIERARCHICAL PARTITIONING OF THE BLOCH
RESPONSE MANIFOLD
In this part we show that the MRFResnet provides a
multi-scale piecewise affine approximation to the Bloch re-
sponse manifold projection (5). Hierarchical partitioning and
multi-scale approximations are also central to the fast search
schemes proposed for the DM-based MRF (see illustrations in
[20, 35]). However unlike any form of DM (fast or exhaustive)
that creates point-wise approximations for (7), MRFResnet
does not memorise a dictionary and rather uses it to learn
and efficiently encode a compact set of partitions and deep
matched-filters for affine regression of the NMR quantities.
3We also observed a similar network complexity for generating responses
to the well-known FISP sequence [3]. However, we did not achieved accurate
predictions using shallow architectures of comparable sizes for R (two layer
were needed at least however with larger model than MRFResnet [12, 34]).
This suggests that generating clean responses (decoding) was easier than
projecting noisy fingerprints to their generative parameters (encoding), and
the latter requires deep processing (see section V).
4Another way is to duplicate input size by separating real and imaginary
signal components e.g. [11]. We found this unnecessary in our experiments.
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Fig. 2: Coarse-to-fine partitioning of the Bloch manifold (top row) sampled by a dense fingerprinting dictionary, and their generative T1/T2 parameters
(bottom row), using MRFResnet. From left to right figures illustrate learned partitions after each residual block.
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Fig. 3: (a) The mean and (b) centred Bloch responses within the range
(T1, T2) ∈ [1000− 1200]× [80− 110] (ms). (c)-(d) The end-to-end match
filters learned by the MRFResnet to regress T1/T2 values are shown across
the original (non-compressed) temporal dimension.
A. Affine spline function approximation
The MRFResnet encoder (also its decoder network) is
composed of linear connections and piecewise linear ReLU
activations. This results in piecewise affine functions h(i)(x)
after each residual block as well as the end-to-end mapping
R(x) (see e.g. [36, 37]). Further, R is Lipschitz continuous
for continuous activation functions as above and for bounded
{W (i), β(i), i}.
Theorem 1. Denote by z : Rs → Rp
z(x) := W (N+1)h(N)(x) + β(N+1) (15)
the weighted outputs in (12) before the last non-linearity.5 The
following affine spline representation holds for MRFResnet:
z(x) = A[x]x+ b[x] :=
∑
r
(Arx+ br) ιΩr (x), (16)
where ιΩr (x) is the indicator function with respect to a
segment (set) Ωr ∈ Rs, returning x if it belongs to the segment
and 0 otherwise —segments form a disjoint partitioning of the
input space with affine boundaries. Matrices Ar ∈ Rp×s and
vectors br ∈ Rp define the corresponding slopes and offsets for
the input-output affine mapping in each segment. Shorthands
5The last ReLU layer in R is for imposing the positivity of T1/T2 values,
and therefore the prediction task is mainly done by the preceding layers.
A[x] : Rs → Rp and b[x] : Rs → Rp represent the input-
dependent (piece-wise affine) mapping of z(x). b[x] repre-
sents p input-dependent offsets. Similarly, A[x] is an input-
dependent p×s matrix where each row is a deep matched-filter
returning its correlation with x for each output.
Proof can be found in [36] for general feedforward networks
with fully-connected, convolutional, pooling and/or residual
layers and using any piecewise-linear activations. During train-
ing, MRFResnet encoder learns {W (i), β(i)} or equivalently
{A[x],b[x]} to provide a continuous and piece-wise affine ap-
proximation for (5). The universal approximation theorem [38]
states that a shallow network with one but very wide hidden
layer can do this. Deeper networks are however more practical
to efficiently reduce the number of hidden units [39]. Indeed,
we experimentally observe this (section VI-C) by comparing
MRFResnet to a shallow learning scheme related to [25] based
on Kernel Machines (KM) and random features [40].
B. Visualising MRFResnet segments on Bloch manifold
Remark 1. Continuity of z(x) implies that adjacent segments
Ωr,Ωr′ correspond to distinct Ar, Ar′ . Indeed, if Ar = Ar′
and the only difference is in the offsets br 6= br′ , then Ωr,Ωr′
won’t intersect on boundaries. Therefore they are not adjacent
segments unless contradicting the continuity assumption.
This remark gives an idea for visualizing the input space
segments. For densely sampled input signals x, we compute
derivatives of the weighted outputs (15) with respect to inputs
using back propagation. These will determine the input-
dependant slopes in the affine spline formulation (16) i.e. rows
of A[x] at a point x are populated as follows ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , p:
A[x](j,.) =
[
∂zj(x)
∂x1
,
∂zj(x)
∂x2
, . . . ,
∂zj(x)
∂xs
]
. (17)
By vector quantisation (e.g. k-means clustering) we cluster
regions of x that output distinct slopes Ar and identify the
segments Ωr. Similar routine could apply to compute input
space partitions by clustering back-propagated output derivates
after each residual block (Theorem 1 and Remark 1 also hold
for the intermediate blocks of R).
According to [36] as we progress into deeper layers, parti-
tions will be subdivided into smaller segments in a hierarchal
6fashion. This can be observed in Figure 2 where we adopted
the above routine for the T1/T2 encoding MRF sequence used
in our experiments and visualised multi-scale (from coarse-to-
fine) partitions obtained after each residual layer. The Bloch
response manifold is sampled across fine-gridded T1/T2 values
(i.e. MRF dictionary) to visualise the intersection of the input
space segments with this manifold (results are visualised
across the three dominant principal component axes). MR-
FResnet encoder learns about a thousand partitions for its end-
to-end mapping z(x). In the light of (16) we know that for
each partition Ωr the network implicitly encodes p = 2 deep
matched-filters (the rows of A[x] or alternatively Ar) and an
offset term to locally linearly regress the T1/T2 outputs in that
segment. As such instead of memorising >100K dictionary
atoms used for training, the network learns a compact piece-
wise affine approximation to the Bloch manifold projection (5)
as a rapid and memory-efficient alternative to DM’s point-wise
approximation (7). The total number of parameters used by
the MRFResnet (Table I) are two hundreds times less than the
size of the dimension-reduced MRF dictionary. Figure 3 shows
the Bloch responses for a range of T1/T2 values, as well as
deep matched-filters learned by MRFResnet to predict each
of these quantities in this range from noisy inputs. Computed
through (17), match-filters are one-dimensional analogues of
the saliency maps a.k.a. deep dream images [41], measuring
sensitivities of the neurons with respect to the inputs.
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Datasets and 2D/3D acquisition parameters
Methods are tested on the Brainweb in-silico phantom (see
supplementary materials), a EUROSPIN TO5 phantom (in-
vitro) [42], and a healthy human brain (in-vivo). In-vitro and
in-vivo data were acquired on a 1.5T GE HDxT scanner
using 8-channel receive-only head RF coil. The novel adopted
excitation sequence has T = 880 repetitions and jointly
encodes T1/T2 values using an inversion pulse followed by
a flip angle schedule that linearly ramps up from 1◦ to
70◦ in repetitions 1-400, ramps down to 1◦ in repetitions
400-600, and then stays constant to 1◦ for repetitions 600-
880 (see more details in [43]). Three non-Cartesian readout
trajectories were tested: 2D/3D variable density spiral and
2D radial k-space subsampling patterns. Throughout we used
Tinv=18 ms, fixed TR=12 ms, and TE = 0.46/2.08 ms for spi-
ral/radial acquisitions, respectively. For the 2D/3D acquisitions
we had 2002/2003 (mm2/mm3) FOV and 2002/2003 voxels
image/tensor size, respectively. Further, the total number of
interleaves for the 2D/3D spiral and 2D radial readouts were
377/48’400 and 967, respectively. The total acquisition times
for the 2D and 3D scans were 10:56 seconds and 9:51 minutes,
respectively.
B. Tested algorithms
1) TSMI reconstruction: we compare model-based (con-
vex) methods LRTV and LR through solving iteratively (10)
with spatiotemporal (λ > 0) and temporal-only (λ = 0) regu-
larisations, respectively. The latter is a convex relaxation of the
BLIP algorithm [8]. Further we compare against non-iterative
baselines zero-filling (ZF) (9) and ViewSharing (VS) [44]. VS
aggregates spatial k-space data within neighbouring temporal
frames to increase per-frame samples and enhance spatial
resolutions in a non model-based fashion. Coil sensitivities
were computed from undersampled data using an adaptive coil
combination scheme [45].
2) Quantitative inference: We compare learned models
MRFResnet (deep learning) and a shallow learning method
based on Gaussian Kernel Machines (KM) related to [25].
We further consider baselines DM and Fast Group Matching
(FGM) [18] using exhaustive and fast dictionary searches,
respectively.6.
3) Learned models: All methods above use a s = 10
dimensional subspace model a-priori learned from Bloch
response simulations using PCA. For this, a dictionary of
d = 113781 atoms sampling the T1=[100:10:4000] (ms) and
T2=[20:2:600] (ms) grid was simulated using the Extended
Phase Graph formalism [46]. The subspace-compressed dictio-
nary was directly used in DM and FGM, whereas for learning-
based inference it was only used for training. Clean finger-
prints were used for training MRFResnet decoder G i.e. Bloch
response generative network. Noisy fingerprints (i.i.d. noise
∼ N (0, 0.01)) were used to train the MRFResnet encoder R.
After noise corruption (i.e. data augmentation by factor 50)
we performed dictionary search to find correct (closest match)
training labels and not those that originally generated the
fingerprints in order to learn a projection mapping rather than a
(possible overfitted) denoiser. Trainings used Adam optimiser
with MSE loss for 20 epochs, 0.01 initial learning rate with
decay factors 0.8/0.95 and mini-match sizes 500/20 for R and
G, respectively. The same datasets were used for training KM’s
encoder and decoder models using LBFGS optimiser.
C. Deep vs. shallow models’ prediction results
To compare the prediction performances of the MRFResnet
and KM models, 500K out-of-sample noisy fingerprints were
randomly generated and fed to the encoder models to estimate
T1/T2 parameters. Predicted T1/T2s were then fed to the
decoder models for generating the corresponding noise-free
Bloch responses. The ground-truth (GT) T1/T2s from DM
were used to measure encoders’ performances based on Mean
Absolute (Percentage) Errors MAE = E[|T̂1 − T1GT|] and
MAPE = E[ |T̂1−T1
GT|
T1GT
] (similarly for T2). Corresponding
clean fingerprints were used as GT to measure generative
model (decoder) predictions based on Normalised-RMSE =
E ||G(Θ̂)−B(Θ
GT)||
||B(ΘGT)|| . Table I summarises our results.
Total #
params.
T1 (ms)
MAE
T1 (%)
MAPE
T2 (ms)
MAE
T2 (%)
MAPE
B (%)
NRMSE
MRFResnet 5.2e3 7.2 0.9 1.9 1.0 0.8
KM fitting 18.0e4 28.3 3.7 21.2 11.6 13.3
TABLE I: Prediction performances of MRFResnet and KM.
6Used hyperparameters: FGM used 100 groups, KM used optimised kernel
scales by MATLAB’s fitrkernel function and 1000/500 random features [40]
per output index for encoder/decoder models, respectively. VS used 880 shared
views, LRTV used ∀i, λi = λ = 0.2/0.04 for the 2D/3D scanned data.
71) Discussion: MRFResnet outperforms KM and achieves
reliable predictions for T1/T2 values and Bloch response gen-
eration, with 6 1% average difference with the DM baseline.
KM reports poor T2 and Bloch response estimations for the
number of random features used. Comparing the size of both
models we can deduce the advantage of depth in the proposed
learning approach to embed DM, as compared to its shallow
alternative for the adopted acquisition sequence.
D. In-vitro phantom experiment
The 2D (spiral/radial) 3D (spiral) acquisition schemes were
tested for measuring quantitative parameters in twelve tubes
of the EUROSPIN TO5 phantom. Figure 4 displays the mean
and standard deviation of the predicted T1/T2 values in each
ROI (tube) using different reconstructions algorithms: ZF, LR,
VS and the proposed LRTV, all fed to the MRFResnet for
quantitative inference. The spin-echo and inversion recovery
spin-echo experiments suggested in the phantoms manual were
used as references for T1/T2 values. Computed parameter
map images are also shown in the supplementary materials.
Figure 5 displays the Bland-Altman plots of the percentage
differences between T1/T2 values of the phantom ROIs in
spiral and radial scans, estimated using the ZF and LRTV.
1) Discussion: From Figure 4 we observe that tested meth-
ods (except VS for 2D7) report comparable performances in
estimating mean T1/T2 values. T1 values are comparable to
the GT (although ZF, LR and VS slightly underestimate T1).
The predicted T2 values, especially in high T2 regimes, are
under-estimated (negative bias).8 Overall, the proposed LRTV
predicts least biased T1/T2s. Notably, LRTV has the least
variations around the estimated values. For all experiments
and averaged over all ROIs, LRTV’s standard deviation is
1.5/2.5 times less than its closest competitor for predicting
T1/T2, respectively. Further, from Figure 5 we observe LRTV
enables highly consistent predictions across different sampling
protocols i.e. per-pixel estimated T1/T2 values in all ROIs
obtained from radial and spiral measurements are 2 to 3 times
more consistent with each other than those computed via ZF.
We do not observe similar consistency level in other tested
algorithms as the readout-dependent undersampling artefacts
in images were not fully removed by them (Figure S2).
E. In-vivo 2D/3D experiments
We applied the same acquisition sequences for imaging a
healthy volunteer’s brain. Figures 6 displays the parametric
maps reconstructed from 2D spiral and radial readouts. We
computed the T1, T2 and proton density (PD) maps using
reconstruction algorithms ZF, VS, LR and LRTV, and the
MRFResnet for quantitative inference. We also tested KM
inference after applying LRTV. For the 3D (spiral) acquisitions
7We observe VS generally trades off image smoothness against overesti-
mated T2s and underestimated T1s. This compromise is strongly unfavourable
in 2D acquisitions. Larger k-space neighbourhood information was avail-
able/shared in 3D (than 2D) acquisitions, which made 3D VS competitive.
8We hypothesize this is due to physical effects e.g. flip angle calibration
errors, diffusion or magnetization transfer that are currently un-modelled in
the reconstruction schemes.
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Fig. 4: The mean T1 (left column) and T2 (right column) values in
milliseconds and their standard deviations (error bars) estimated via using four
reconstruction methods compared to the reference values (GT) in 12 phantom
ROIs. Results are compared for 2D spiral (top row), 2D radial (middle row)
and 3D spiral acquisitions (bottom row).
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Fig. 5: Confidence intervals (CIs) for the percentage differences between
predicted T1/T2 values of the phantom ROIs in spiral and radial scans, using
ZF (top) and the LRTV (bottom) reconstructions. The 0.95%-CIs are -33.9%
to 32.3% for T1 and -38.5% to 37.4% for T2 using ZF, whereas using LRTV
CIs are tighter -10.2% to 7.8% for T1 and -17.0% to 10.4% for T2.
we compared LRTV and its closest competitor VS in Figure 7.
Outcomes from other tested algorithm are displayed in the
supplementary materials (Figure S3).
1) Discussion: The LRTV-MRFResnet outperforms all
tested algorithms in reconstructing T1, T2 and PD maps in
all acquisition schemes. Other methods were unable to suc-
cessfully remove the under-sampling artefacts in TSMIs, and
these errors propagated to the parameter inference phase and
resulted in inaccurate maps. Temporal-only priors incorporated
within LR are shown insufficient to regularise the inverse
problem and LR sometimes (e.g. 2D spiral acquisitions) admits
8(a) 2D spiral acquisition (b) 2D radial acquisition
Fig. 6: Reconstructed T1, T2 and PD maps (left to right) from 2D (a) spiral and (b) radial scans using (from top to bottom) LRTV, VS, ZF and LR algorithms
followed by MRFResnet inference and (the last row) LRTV with KM inference.
Fig. 7: Reconstructed T1 (first two columns) T2 (second two columns) and PD (third two columns) maps using a 3D scan with spiral readouts. The (zoomed)
3D maps are computed using LRTV (left sub-column) and VS (right sub-column) algorithms followed by MRFResnet for quantitative inference.
9NRMSE (%) T1 T2 PD
2D/3D phantom scans 0.08 / 0.13 0.12 / 0.13 0.78 / 1.43
2D/3D volunteer scans 3.25 / 1.28 7.15 / 2.68 4.34 / 6.04
TABLE II: NRMSE between the T1, T2 and PD maps obtained from
MRFResnet and DM, after LRTV reconstruction.
Fig. 8: Differences in the predicted T1 (left), T2 (middle) and PD (right)
maps between MRFResnet and DM, after applying LRTV reconstruction.
solutions with even stronger artefacts than the model-free ZF
baseline. This was previously observed for other non-Cartesian
MRF readouts (e.g. [20, 19]), and highlights the need for
adding appropriate spatial regularisation. The non model-based
VS results in spatially smoother maps than ZF and LR, but
is unable to fully clean the artefacts. Further and consistent
with our in-vitro experiment, we observe that VS overesti-
mates the PD and T2 values (e.g. in White and Grey matter
regions) in tested 2D acquisitions (i.e. spatial regularisation
trades off quantification accuracy). Finally, the learning-based
KM and MRFResnet inference schemes applied after LRTV
reconstruction, both output comparably accurate T1 maps.
However the shallow KM model, despite having model size
larger than MRFResnet, is unable to learn accurate T2 and PD
quantification and results in poor estimated maps, consistent
with our observations in section VI-C.
F. MRFResnet’s consistency with DM
Further to our validations in section VI-C, we compare
parametric maps computed by DM and MRFResnet for the
in-vitro and in-vivo experiments, where LRTV was applied for
TSMI reconstruction. Results are summarised in Table II and
for 2D spiral scans are illustrated in Figure 8. We observe very
small differences in parametric maps (Table II) and particularly
for the regions corresponding to white and grey matters
predictions are highly consistent with each other (Figure 8).
G. Runtimes
Computations were conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2667v4
processor (16 CPU cores), 32 GB RAM and a NVIDIA 2080Ti
GPU. Where parallel computing was feasible, we adopted
GPU implementation for speedup i.e. in forward/adjoint
NUFFT operations [47], the TV shrinkage operator [48], VS,
MRFResnet, DM and FGM. Table III includes computation
times of the tested methods for the 2D/3D in-vivo experiments.
LRTV benefits from momentum-acceleration and takes 7-11
iterations to converge, that is much faster than DM-based
iterative methods (for comparisons see runtimes in [20]). We
observed that the LR method without spatial regularisation
makes very slow progress towards its (inaccurate) solution
and does not converge within our limit of 30 iterations.
This indicates that exploiting additional (spatial) solution
structure, despite introducing TV shrinkage computations, has
an overall runtime advantage (see e.g.[49, 50]) by avoiding
extra costly forward/adjoint iterations. The LRTV runs 2-3
times slower than its non-iterative competitor VS for achieving
better predictions. DM-based inference methods are order(s)
of magnitudes slower than MRFResnet, and therefore the great
prediction consistency in both approaches suggests adopting
neural inference in favour of runtime.
reconstruction times (s) prediction times (s)
ZF VS LRTV DM FGM MRFResnet
2D 2.0 12.0 29.1 8.5 2.5 < 0.5
3D 148 913 2186 1901 789 54
TABLE III: Tested runtimes for quantitative brain image computing.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a two-stage DM-free approach for multi-
parametric QMRI image computing based on compressed
sensing reconstruction and deep learning. The reconstruction
is convex and incorporates efficient spatiotemporal regulari-
sations within an accelerated iterative shrinkage algorithm to
minimise undersampling artefacts in the computed TSMI. We
proposed MRFResnet, a compact auto-encoder network with
deep residual blocks, in order to embed Bloch manifold pro-
jections through multi-scale piecewise affine approximations,
and to replace the non-scalable DM baseline for quantitative
inference. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme through validations on a novel 2D/3D multi-parametric
quantitative acquisition sequence. Future extensions could ad-
dress motion-artefacts and multi-compartment voxel quantifi-
cation [51, 52] that are currently un-modelled in our pipeline.
Further accelerations could be studied through stochastic gra-
dients [53] and/or learned proximity operations [54] where
the proposed scheme could complementarily be adopted for
creating accurate labelled parametric maps for training.
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1Supplementary Materials
SI. IN-SILICO PHANTOM EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We further simulated the above-mentioned 2D spiral and radial acquisitions for measuring parametric maps in a slice of the
In-silico Brainweb phantom [55]. A challenging single-coil acquisition with eight times less measurements were considered
i.e. S(X¯) = X¯ identity sensitivity map. Table I compares the reconstruction performances for the T1, T2, PD maps and the
computed TSMIs using ZF, LR, VS and LRTV algorithms followed by the MRFResnet or KM for quantitative inference.
Reconstructed maps are also shown in Figure S1.
T1 MAPE T2 MAPE PD NRMSE TMSI PSNR
ZF-DM 5.2 / 13.8 12.6 / 47.6 29.9 / 50.1 11.4 / 8.6
ZF-MRFResnet 5.5 / 15.6 12.1 / 51.4 49.50/ 60.7 –”–
VS-MRFResnet 8.6 / 11.3 46.0 / 48.4 33.2 / 37.8 14.0 / 13.1
LR-MRFResnet 7.7 / 11.6 12.7 / 20.7 25.8 / 30.6 13.6 / 12.6
LRTV-DM 3.2 / 3.9 9.6 / 11.0 12.2 / 18.4 14.8 / 14.6
LRTV-KM 3.4 / 4.3 33.0 / 36.2 23.2 / 31.8 –”–
LRTV-MRFResnet 3.2 / 4.0 9.7 / 11.1 12.3 / 18.8 –”–
TABLE I: The T1, T2 and PD maps’ MAPE and NRMSE errors (%), and the TSMI reconstruction PSNRs (dB) for the in-silico
experiment. Results are sorted for the spiral / radial acquisitions and validated against the ground truth.
Results are consistent with those obtained in previous experiments. KM outputs inaccurate T2/PD predictions. Due to
the extremely low k-space data for view sharing, VS also fails to recover T2 informations. Temporal priors used by LR are
insufficient to reject under-sampling artefacts. On the other hand, the spatiotemporally regularised LRTV significantly improves
TSMI reconstructions (e.g. 3 to 6 dB enhancement compared to the ZF baseline) through successfully removing strong aliasing
artefacts (see Figure S1). This enables accurate parameter inference in the next stage using DM or the DM-free alternative
MRFResnet. As can be seen in Table I, MRResnet and the DM baseline score competitive quantitative inference results
regardless of the reconstruction algorithm.
SII. in-vitro PHANTOM RECONSTRUCTED MAPS
In Figure S2 we display the computed T1, T2 and PD maps for our in-vitro phantom experiments in section VI-D. Tested
reconstruction methods are ZF, LR, VS and the proposed LRTV, all fed to the MRFResnet for quantitative inference. Methods
ZF and LR result in noisy predictions. It can be observed that for the 2D acquisitions (spiral/radial) VS strongly compromises
between outputting smoother images and overestimated T2 values (bias). This issue is also present in in-vivo and in-silico
experiments, where less k-space neighbourhood information are available to share (compared to the 3D acquisitions) and make
the VS noncompetitive, and further the overall quantifications inconsistent across 2D/3D acquisitions. The proposed LRTV
overcomes this issue through a model-based compressed sensing reconstruction.
SIII. RECONSTRUCTED MAPS FOR THE 3D in-vivo SCANS
To supplement our comparisons in section VI-E (Figure 7) regarding the 3D quantitative brain imaging scans, we display the
parametric maps (Figure S3) computed by the ZF and LR algorithms, both fed to the MRFResnet for quantitative inference. As
can be seen, predictions are suffering from undersampling artefacts and are not competitive to those computed by the proposed
LRTV algorithm (Figure 7).
2(a) 2D spiral acquisition (b) 2D radial acquisition
(c) Ground truth
Fig. S1: Reconstructed T1, T2 and PD maps (left to right) from 2D (a) spiral and (b) radial simulated scans using (from top
to bottom) LRTV, VS, ZF and LR algorithms followed by MRFResnet inference and (the last row) LRTV with KM inference.
Figure (c) displays the ground truth maps used for simulations.
3Fig. S2: Reconstructed T1 (3 left columns) and T2 (3 right columns) maps of EUROSPIN TO5 phantom, imaged using the 2D
spiral (1st sub-column), 2D radial (2nd sub-column) and 3D spiral (3rd sub-column) k-space acquisitions. Tested reconstruction
methods (from top to the bottom row) are ZF, LR, VS and LRTV, all fed to MRFResnet for inference.
Fig. S3: Reconstructed T1 (first two columns) T2 (second two columns) and PD (third two columns) maps using a 3D scan
with spiral readouts. The (zoomed) 3D maps are computed using ZF (left sub-column) and LR (right sub-column) algorithms
followed by MRFResnet for quantitative inference.
